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These days, there is a huge variety of smoking devices available in the market to enhance the
smoking experience to higher levels than ever before. Included heavily in the pipe market is the â€˜one
hitterâ€™, also known as â€˜batâ€™, â€˜dugoutâ€™ or â€˜hitter.â€™ These are very popular pipes. This specific smoking pipe
is meant to facilitate private, individual smoking. The tool is crafted to allow the user to have only
one single hit of smoke every time he lights it up, which lends the name â€œone hitter.â€•

Tips to effectively use a one hitter

For years one-hitters have had widespread popularity among smokers of all ages and tastes. One
hitters bear close similarity to a cigarette in size and look, which is an advantage to keeping them
private and concealed. The small bowl has just enough fill space for the tobacco to create one
single inhalation. A  narrow chamber is featured down the shaft of a one hitter, for the smoke to flow
through.

There are people who claim to have had bad experiences after smoking through a one hitter. The
common complaints are the metal taste, ash pulling through the tube and the difficulty created by
the increased temperature from lighting such a small pipe. By following some useful tips one will be
able to use bats more effectively to enhance smoking experience.

1.Do not break your favorite smoking material into too small of pieces. If you load it as very small
pieces, the chances are higher that the ash may pull through and enter your mouth. Small pieces
will become ash instantly when the hitter is lit. The smoking stuff should be kept as a single bit in a
one hitter, to prevent ash from getting muddled up with the smoke that you inhale. 

2.Heat up the tool with a lighter for as short a time as possible to avoid excess increase in heat.
Lighting one hitter by facing it in the direction of the ground will prevent it from gaining heat quickly.
Keep the flame as far away from the pipe as possible.

3.Always stick to a slow and stable inhalation and exhalation process when using a one hitter. This
will prevent ash from coming through the pipe along with the smoke.

4.Always follow good hygiene practice while using a one hitter. Keep the tool dirt free after every
use. Use may use pipe cleaners to make the clean-up process easy.

One hitters are rising in popularity mainly because they allow convenient usage. One hitters also
allow discreet use and produces less of a smell of smoke. The main disadvantage of one hitter is
that it can only store a small quantity, just sufficient for one hit.
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Mikel Jagger - About Author:
Are you having trouble finding the a glass Pipes to meet your smoking needs? a Metal smoking
pipes are durable, high quality and easy to clean. Find the largest selection of a one hitter on sale.
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